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SOMMAIRE

Le but de cette etude est de demontrer qu/il est pos-

sible de commuter des banques de condensateurs sans transi-

toires. Six topologies differentes de commutateur tri-

phases a thyristor ont ete analysees au moyen de la trans-

forme de Laplace. Par la suite quatre de ces six topolo-

gies ont ete mises a l/essai au laboratoire avec une charge

de 7 kvar. Dans chaque cas, la banque de condensateur a

ete commutee avec succes sans aucune transitoire de cour-

ant. La conclusion Ie plus importante de cette etude est

la suivante: les thyristors, qui constituent les elements

principaux des coiamutateurs, doivent etre amorces seulement

quand la tension a leurs bornes est nulle. De plus, il a

ete demontre que des banques de condensateurs peuvent etre

commutees sans transitoires a 1/aide d/un commutateur con-

stitue de seulement trois thyristors.



ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to demonstrate that it is

possible to switch banks of capacitors without transients.

Six different configurations of three phase thyristor

switches were analyzed using Laplace Transforms.

Subsequently, four of the six configurations were tested in

the laboratory, with a 7 kvar load. In each case the capa-

citor bank was successfully switched without inrush cur-

rents. The most important conclusion of this study is

this: the thyristors, of which the thyristor switch is

composed, should only be fired when the voltage across them

is zero. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that transient

free switching could be achieved with a thyristor switch

made with only three thyristors.
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INTRODUCTION

Switching banks of capacitors in and out of power sys-

terns is becoming increasingly common, largely because there

is a growing interest in reactive power control. High

energy prices coupled with the difficulties in extending

transmission networks due to high interest rates and the

occasional problems in obtaining right of way oblige utili-

ties to look for ways to operate existing power systems

more efficiently. Reactive power control is one such

scheme that enables the system to operate at or very near

unity power factor.

Reactive power control is based on the fact that when

the reactive power demanded by the load is supplied locally

the generating source need only produce the real power

demanded. Consequently losses can be reduced by minimizing

the total flow of reactive power.

However most industries constitute inductive loads and

as result operate at lagging power factor. Because of the

high cost of supplying reactive power most utilities penal-

ize customers if their power factor falls below a fixed

value. The purpose of penalty tariffs for low power factor

is to encourage industry to share the power utility^s
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enthusiasm for reactive power control, or as it is more

commonly referred to, power factor correction.

There are different ways that the vars can be supplied

at the load. Synchronous condensers were common in the

past but increasingly power capacitors are becoming the

preferred choice. The demise of PCBs during the 1970/s

resulted in a considerable amount of research into capaci-

tor technology and subsequently several important advances.

As a result, it is now possible to install large, reliable

and highly efficient banks of capacitors in a relatively

small space and at a modest price.

Power capacitors connected in shunt are usually instal-

led in one of three ways: as fixed capacitance connected

directly across the load; in banks of capacitors which can

be switched into or out of a particular system or as part

of a continuously controlled static compensator usually

called a TSC (Thyristor Switched Capacitor).

Whether the capacitors are installed in a fixed, swit-

ched or continuously controlled configuration will depend

mostly on the type of compensation involved. In load com-

pensation the objectives [4] are such that one can afford a

slower response, so either fixed or switched capacitance

will normally be sufficient. However, in transmission com-

pensation the speed of response is critical so switched or

preferably continuously controlled capacitors are used.
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Capacitors have traditionally been switched using

mechanical contactors. The most serious problem which

results is that of switching transients, otherwise known as

in-rush currents. The transients occur whenever there is a

potential difference between the load and the source volta-

ges at the moment that the switch is closed. Because con-

tactors, by their very construction, are closed in a random

fashion one cannot predict the magnitude of the transient

that will result. Frequently they can exceed 10 pu. [3]

and the resulting wear is such that the switching life of

the contactor is quite limited.

The second drawback of mechanical contactors is that

they are slow. The fastest available mechanical switches

[4] take 2 cycles to close or open whereas the more conven-

tional capacitor switches can take anywhere between six and

thirty cycles.

Replacing conventional mechanical contactors with three

phase thyristor switches would solve both these problems.

The fact that thyristors can be "turned on" almost instan-

taneously (0. 9 fisec) means that the response would be less

than 2 cycles and better still, it means that the capacitor

bank could be switched in without transients. Appendix A

explores in greater detail the subject of reactive power

control and the use of thyristor switched capacitors.
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The objectives of this project are two-fold:

1) Demonstrate that it is possible to switch banks
of capacitors without transients using thyristors.

2) Conduct a preliminary characterization study of
suitable three phase thyristor switches.

The research was pursued through three different

stages. The first was a review of currently available lit-

erature. This was carried out primarily at CISTI (Canadian

Institute for Scientific and Technical Information) in

Ottawa. The second stage was that of the theoretical ana-

lysis. The different thyristor configurations were ana-

lyzed using Laplace transforms. The final stage was one of

experimentation in the laboratory to ensure that our calcu-

lations were correct.

The report is divided into nine chapters. Chapter one

provides preliminary information helpful in understanding

the work that follows. Chapters two through eight present

the six different three phase thyristor switches as well as

the single phase thyristor switch. Chapter nine is a dis-

cussion of the results and a comparison of the different

configurations.



CHAPTER ONE

PRELIMINARY INFORMATION

1. 1 - Literature Review

There is very little published information on the use

of ac controllers in switching banks of capacitors since

most of the literature concerning ac controllers focuses on

ways to control R-L loads (i. e. induction motors, heaters

etc. ). Of the dozen or so publications concerning thyris-

tor-switched capacitors, most approach the problem from the

utility/s perspective, namely: how can one improve the

power system's performance? To our knowledge there are two

publications [1], [2] which approach the problem of switch-

ing banks of capacitors from an industrial perspective,

namely: what is the most economical solution? However,

while these texts give a very comprehensive treatment of

the capacitor aspects of the problem, they tend to give

only a cursory treatment of the power electronic aspects.

When actual thyristor configurations are presented in

the literature the accompanying analysis usually only

describes the single phase controller or at best the three-

phase controller in delta, which is simply three single

phase controllers joined together. To my knowledge there

is no publication which details how capacitor banks
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can be switched with less than six thyristors. One can,

nonetheless, glean some information from the literature.

Generally it is agreed that the ideal instant for tran-

sient-free switching is when dv^/dt = 0 and V^a = vs(°)-

This implies that the capacitors are charged to the peak

voltage and that the thyristors are only gated when the

source voltage peaks. Consequently the thyristors begin

conducting at the instant that the current passes through

zero. However, if the thyristors are fired at any instant

other than when the source voltage equals the load voltage,

switching transients will result. It is therefore critical

to monitor the voltage across the thyristor switch and to

only fire the thyristors when the voltage across the thyr-

istors passes through zero. This switching condition is

derived in chapter two.

In order to quantifiy the seriousness of the problem we

decided to reproduce switching transients in the single

phase case. This was accomplished by delaying the thyris-

tor firing signal. Plot 1. 1 shows the in-rush currents, in

excess of 11 p. u., which occurred when the thyristors were

fired 30 electrical degrees after the voltage across the

thyristors passed through zero. The switching transients

got worse as this delay was increased. In the event that

the capacitors were discharged the most serious transients

would occur if the thyristors were fired when the source
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voltage was at its peak. However, even worse transients

could be expected if the capacitors were left fully charged

to the negative peak voltage and the thyristors were then

fired when the source was at its positive peak voltage.

With conventional switch gear it is possible that this

situation could occur periodically.

-puLk =-!eA fr<-Chan2
Ims 3Q/1

Tt. =fc^

Channel 2
10 MS 30 ft

Plot 1. 1 In-rush currents in a single phase circuit;
load = 130/iF, thyristors are fired 30° after zero-crossing

Switching transients can shorten the life of both the

capacitor bank and the switching apparatus. In the case of

thyristor switches the thyristors can be destroyed if the

di/dt of the in-rush currents exceed the thyristor ratings.

Traditionally there have been two solutions to the problem

of switching transients. The first solution, a pre-

charger, is rather elaborate and requires that the capaci-

tors be pre-charged to their peak value of the source vol-

tage. In a sense, this method attempts to create the ideal

conditions for switching since the resulting current will
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be zero if the thyristors are fired when the source voltage

passes through its peak. However, this solution is both

costly and slow. The second solution consists of adding an

inductance in series. The inductance is rated so that in

the worst case the di/dt will still be less than what the

thyristor is rated for. While simpler than the pre-charger

solution, it would be better if the series inductance could

be eliminated completely: this would be the case if the

inherent inductance of the circuit could safely limit the

di/dt.

Given the lack of information on ways in which thyris-

tors can be used to switch capacitors, we felt it would be

worthwhile to conduct a practical study examining different

configurations of thyristors that could be used to switch

banks of capacitors without transients. The questions we

wanted to address included: 1) Is it possible to switch

capacitors without transients? 2) Can the tradi-

tionally included series inductors and pre-chargers be eli-

minated? 3) What is the minimum number of thyristors that

can be used to switch a three-phase capacitor bank?

1. 2 - Descri tion of Test Setu

Upon completion of the literature review the analysis

stage began. The various results of the analysis stage are

presented in chapters two through ten, so we will not dis-
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cuss them here but rather jump ahead to look at how each

configuration was tested in the laboratory.

The wiring diagrams for each of the tested configura-

tions are given below (see Fig. 1. 1). Each configuration

has been named and coded. The names are slightly modified

versions of the names that Shepherd gave to these configu-

rations of ac controllers [3]. The codes, however, conform

to the IEEE Standard P428/D2 entitled "Standard Definition

and Requirements for Thyristor AC Controllers". [6] Rele-

vant sections of this standard are included in Appendix C.

Note that W33AY and W3BAD were not tested as they

behave the same as W32AY and W32AD respectively.

-ISO V

N

HALL FECT

I = 20 A nine* g s a<oo VAH

Fig. 1. 1a The Single Phase AC Controller

HALL
EFFECT

HALL
EFFECT

HALL
EFFECT

MALL
EFFECT

IBOuF

"total s "°° v*n

Fig. l. lb The Three-Wire Branch-Controller
with Delta-Connected Load, W33AA
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TE

T3

HALL
EFFECT

CB IBOUF

Cb leouF

HALL
EFFECT

Cc 160UF

7BOO VAR

Fig. 1. 1c The Three-Wire Asyininetrical Line-Controller
with Delta-Connected Load, W32AD

HALL
EFFECT

HALL
EFFECT

Ca 4BOUF

CC 4BOuF

°t0t. l s "°° ""

Fig. 1. Id The Three-Wire Asyimmetrical Line-Controller
with Wye-Connected Load, W32AY

»- °°. c* HXLL I--ZOA
4BOUF FECT

_sap HALL.
EFFECT

HALL

4BOUF EFFECT Q, a 7500 VAR

Fig. 1. 1e The Three-Wire Neutral Point-Controller
with Wye-Connected Load, U33DA
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A few explanations will help clarify why we chose these

particular test setups.

1) The 71uF connected across the source was meant to

ensure that if there were any transients, we would see them

as this source capacitance would try to transfer any excess

charge instantaneously to the load capacitance. We chose

71uF because that was the largest capacitance we could con-

nect across each phase with the material we had available.

2) The thyristors used in the experiment are Interna-

tional Rectifier, 50RIA Series, 80 A rms. Each thyristor

was mounted on its own heatsink and has its own snubber

(R=15 Q, C=luF). The thyristor specifications are given in

Appendix E.

3) The thyristors are fired by means of a fibre optic

gate amplifier circuit developed by Ecole Polytechnique.

The signal to gate the thyristor is basically the output of

a two input AND gate where INPUT 1 is the /Turn-on/ signal

and INPUT 2 is the output of the zero crossing detector

circuit (see Plot 1. 2). The circuit diagram for the logic

circuits is given in Appendix F.

4) The use of fibre optic triggered gate amplifiers

was necessary since the opto-thyristors, which we initially

used to fire the thyristors, introduced delay thus causing

switching transients.
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5) The current is monitored by means of Hall Effect

current sensors.

6) The source voltage is governed by the ac controller

configuration (i. e. W3BAD requires V^^ whereas W33AY

requires V^j, ).

7) The load varies according to the line current. As

the circuit breaker was rated for 20 A, the load would

either be 480uF or 160uF so as to ensure the maximum line

current.

X-Chan 1
Ims . 1 V

&<-Chan 2
Ims 50 mV

plot 1. 2 Output from the zero-crossing detector



CHAPTER TWO

THE SINGLE PHASE AC CONTROLLER USED AS A SWITCH:

2. 1 - Introduction

Having completed a review of published literature, the

analysis stage began. It consisted of analyzing, by means

of Laplace Transforms, the various equivalent circuits for

each configuration. The analysis of the single phase case

is very helpful in understanding subsequent analyses of

three phase circuits since many of the results found in the

single phase case can be applied directly.

It is worth noting that the experimental results for

the single phase case are presented later in this chapter.

It was felt that for the sake of clarity the experimental

results of each configuration should be presented in the

same chapter as the configuration's analysis.

VAN(1:) ~ VG (t)

Fig. 2. 1 An equivalent circuit for a Single Phase
AC Controller with a capacitive load.
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2. 2 - Anal sis of a Sin e Phase AC Controller

Given that the sinusoidal ac supply voltage is:

Vs = vmaxSi"(uot + °)

The corresponding Laplace transform is (see Appendix D

for derivation):

s. sina. + u . cosa
7s} = V^a^ ( - ^--^ ^^

Using the circuit of Fig. 2. 1, we see that after the

switch has been closed, Kirchhoff/s voltage law requires

that:

V, = ^J^i dt + v, (0-)
Transforming this equation into the s-domain and sol-

ving for I(s) yields:

i(s) = cFv^. f S2'slna + "oS. COSa ^ _ ^^_
'max ̂  S2 + Uo2 / *c

[eq. 2. 1]

After ensuring that all factors of the equation are

expressed as proper rational polynomials (i. e. the denomi-

nator is of a higher order than the numerator) we can find

the Inverse Laplace Transform:

i(t) = L-l{I(s)}

= C{ V^. sina - v, (0-) } 5(t)

+ C"ovmaxc0s(uot + °) [e<3- 2'2]
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This equation shows that the optimal moment for firing

the thyristors is when the voltage across the thyristor

switch is zero, namely when V^g^sina = v^(O'). It is

possible to switch the capacitor in without transients at

this instant because the impulse component of the current

expression is zero.

With an understanding of how thyristor switches open,

one can predict the final conditions of the system. The

thyristors block after the gate triggering signals have

been removed/ and the current flowing through their anode

declines to zero. Since the current in a capacitor leads

the voltage by 90°, the current passes through zero when

the voltage is at its peak value V^ 3 ^. In other words,

whenever the switch is opened the capacitor is left charged

to its maximum value.
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2. 3 - Predictions of Circuit Behavior:

With this information we can predict how the circuit

will perform in the stages of operation that interest us:

1) switching in a discharged capacitor; 2) switching out

the capacitor; 3) switching in the charged capacitor.

1) SWITCHING IN A DISCHARGED CAPACITOR:

Thyristors should be gated at V =v (0~)=0

(i. e. when the voltage across the thyristors is zero)

Corresponding current i(t)= Cw^'V^^^cos(w^t+a)

2) SWITCHING OUT THE CAPACITOR:

Thyristor stops conducting at i^(t)=0

resulting capacitor voltage V^ =±V^ ̂ ^

3) SWITCHING IN CHARGED CAPACITOR:

Thyristors should be gated at V^ ==v^ (0' )=V^^^

(i. e. when the voltage across the thyristors is zero)

Corresponding current at i(0+)=0
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2. 4 - Corn uter Plots of Ex ected Circui Behavio :

v^^

-v^

A

3-L

-^

-\

' UB^. J*U/OF'! :
k~t- :.

&ATI»*C| SiauAwk;

C» nbtoAflr i oh*
.»B* in&»

>" *L

.

l^;TiB5iii it ^

Fig. 2. 2 Switching in the Single Phase AC Controller
with the capacitor discharged
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18,

-V.'^

A

X,

\

-1.

~Th<« o*/»»p
S<»*»Ak-

.,.....-. ..;-AEfe);|_.-............-_....._.................._..._.....___..,......., _.,_..,_.,,,,

^^, ^--______-. __.__.
'-~

Fig. 2. 3 Switching out the Single Phase AC Controller
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-3:.

19.

^ v<.^

Tufco o^ /a PIS
<l*»<At.

Giw^e, »,A^^

C», nu*.Tio»A
PCB.lowk

.......

Fig. 2. 4 Switching in again the Single Phase AC Controller
with capacitor fully charged
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2. 5 - Ex erimental Results;

^

(a)

c

5ms . 1 V

Memory D
5ms ".1 V

vr.

Channel 1
5ms . 1 V

Channel 2
5ms 5 V

^

vr,
(b) flanory D

Sins'.l V

Channel 1
5ms . 1 V

Chamel 2
5ms 2 V

Plot 2. 1 Switching in the Single Phase AC Controller with
the capacitor is discharged, (a) Oscillogram including

the voltage across the thyristors; (b) Oscillogram
showing a magnified current waveform.

V^=120V, Ic=21A
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^ IX-Chanl
IZOms 50mV

x-0han2
20ms 2 V

^c Chcmel 1
. 1 s 50 mV

Channel 2
. 1 s 2 V

Plot 2. 2 Switching in, out and in again the Single
Phase AC Controller. The two centre traces are
the magnification of the highlighted portions

of V^ and I,.

V,, =120V, Ic=21A



CHAPTER THREE

THREE-WIRE BRANCH-CONTROLLER WITH DELTA-CONNECTED LOAD:

3. 1 - Introduction:

In this configuration, three separate switches must be

closed before the capacitive load is fully connected to the

source. Hence we have three different cases to analyse in

order to determine how this configuration behaves.

^" ^-^

Fig. 3. 1 Circuit diagram of a Three-Wire
Branch-Controller with a Delta-Connected Load

3. 2 - Anal sis:

Case a: Close switch 1

VAB (t)

^Ca ^

VCa(t)
i*.

Fig. 3. 2 Equivalent circuit of case a where
switch 1 is closed
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The equivalent circuit of this case is shown in

Fig. 3. 2. By analogy with the single phase circuit we can

write directly:

iA B(t) = C, {V,^^sin^, -v^(0-))6(t)

+ cauovA Bmaxcos(uot + eAB )

Where VABmax=r3VAi, n, ax 
and $AB="A+30°

hence

IAB (t)=C, {P. VANmaxSin(QA+30°)-Vca (0- ) ) 6 (t)

+ CaUo F'-VANmaxCOS(Uot + 0^+30° )

Condition to switch without transients:

v sin^AB = Vc. (0- )'ABmaxi::'-L"'/AB - "C a

This shows that switch 1 should be closed when the vol-

tage across it is zero.

Case b: Close switch 2

t»C, lt' ^C«ltl

v^(t) ~ "c» ) c,
"c-lt) -^ C<

Fig. 3. 3 Equivalent circuit of case b where switch 2
is closed while switch 1 remains closed

The equivalent circuit of this case is shown in

Fig. 3. 3. As both loops are independent, this case can be

viewed as two independent single phase ac circuits.
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The current in the inner loop remains unchanged from

the steady state current of case a. Hence

IAB (t)=cauovA Bmaxcos(uot+6AB )

The current in the outer loop can be written directly

by analogy with the single phase circuit:

icA(t) = C, {V,, ^, sin^, -v^(0-)}5(t)

+ C, ^V, ^,, cos(^t + 6^)

where VcAmax=T^Vcn, ax and 0cA=ac+30°

Condition to switch without transients:

VCAmaxsin^CA = VCc(°')

This shows that switch 2 should be closed when the vol-

tage across it is zero.

Case c: Close switch 3

v^(t) ~

v^(t) ~

^c. lt) +ic^(t)

^c. ^vc; ) cc
VBCtt) ~ .. '., J-i

VCB(t) -J- Cb

Fig. 3. 4 Equivalent circuit of case c where switch 3
is closed while switches 1 & 2 remain closed

The equivalent circuit of this case is shown in

Fig. 3. 4. The parameter of interest to us is iBc(t) when

switch 3 is closed. This can be found by writing the dif-

ferential equation for the current flowing through C^ .
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i,, (t)=C, dV,, (t)/dt

where V^ (t)=V, ^^sin(^t+ffg,)

Transforming this equation into the s-domain yields:

sz. sina + u s. cosa; ^_y. rn-
-B C ( S ) =<-. |_Vm a x (. S2 + u^ 2 ) ~vc

As this is of the same form as eq. 2. 1, we know that

the time domain solution will be in the same form as

eq. 2. 2. Hence:

lBc(t) = cb{VBC. axsinffBC-VCb(o-))5(t)

+ C, ^V, ^^COS(^t + fi,,)

where VBCmax=F'VBCmax and eB C=0-b+30<

Condition to switch without transients:

VBCmaxSin^C = VCb ( °')

This shows that switch 3 should be closed when the vol'

tage across it is zero.
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3. 3 - Predictions of Circuit Behavior:

With this information, we can predict how the circuit

will perform in the stages of operation that interest us:

1) switching in a discharged capacitor; 2) switching out

the capacitor; 3) switching in the charged capacitor.

1) SWITCHING IN A DISCHARGED CAPACITOR:

Thyristors should be gated when the voltage

across them is zero.

Corresponding current i(t)=±i^a^ .

2) SWITCHING OUT THE CAPACITOR:

Thyristor stops conducting at i^, (t):=0.

Resulting capacitor voltages:

Vca= ±VAB. a. = ±294 V

Vcb= ±VBC»ax= ±294 V

Vcc= ±VCA»BX= ±294 V

3) SWITCHING IN CHARGED CAPACITOR:

Thyristors should be gated when the voltage

across them is zero.

Corresponding current: i(0~)=0.
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3. 4 - Corn uter Plots of Ex ected Circuit Behavior;

i/Aft

-^ V.lcc v..

^

Tj ift-u i^^f^vy i
.6>&^A^ !

Fig. 3. 5 Switching in a Three-Wire Branch-Controller
with a Delta-Connected Load; the capacitors are discharged
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28,

^ VGA

-^ <

^

-^ L^
'<^

Fig. 3. 6 Switching out a Three-Wire Branch-Controller
with a Delta-Connected Load
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VA&

^

-V.
^c.

^~
L^

\/

'tlfcj l^^l^t^: I
.i>ito~>A^

.
<i
|j

<s

H
?j
a

'far

^T-

"^
^

Fig. 3. 7 Switching in again a Three-Wire
Branch-Controller with a Delta-Connected Load
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3. 5 - Ex erimental Results:

. 'AB

Memory C
Bms 6 V

Memory D
I 5ma 5 V

(a)
Chnnel 1

5ms>2 V

Chcmel 2
6me 6 V

(b)

"BC

Memory C
I Sue'6V

Memory D
5ns'5 V

Charmsl 1
5na>2V

Chinul 2
5ms 5V

'CA

(c)
Memory C
5neE V

ftemor/ D
I 5ms 6 V

Channel 1
5ms>2 V

Chomel 2
5ms S V

Plot 3. 1 Switching in a Three-Wire Branch-Controller
with a Delta-Connected Load; the capacitors are discharged

(a) Phase A; (b) Phase B; (c) Phase C.
V,, =208V, I^=11. 5A
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31,

Msmorv C
5ms 6 V

(a)

Channel 2
Srne 1 V

(b)

'BC

Flemory C
5ms'5_V

Manory D
5ms'6 V

ic,

Channel 2
5ns 1 V

(c)

"CA

Mamory C
Sme'S V

!MamrY_D
1,5ms '6 V

Chcnnal 2
5me 1 V

Plot 3. 2 The capacitor currents when switching in a
Three-Wire Branch-Controller with a Delta-Connected Load?

the capacitors are discharged;
(a) Phase A? (b) Phase B; (c) Phase C.

V^^=208V, I;; ̂  =11. 5A
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X-Chcnl
ZOme 2 V

^<-Chan2
^Oms>.5 V

(a) Chamel 1
. 1 s 2 V

Channel 2
. I a -1 V

X-Chanl
20ms 2 V

^(-Chcn2
|ZOm8>. 5 V

(b)

(c)

Channel 1
. 1 s 2 V

Channel 2
. 1 s 1 V

X-Chcnl
20ns 2 V

^<-Chcm2
^Oms>. 5 V

Chcnnel 1
. 1 8 2 V

Oxrnal 2
.1 s 1 V

Plot 3. 3 Switching in, out, and in again a
Three-Wire Branch-Controller with a Delta-Connected Load;

the capacitors are charged
(a) Phase A; (b) Phase B; (c) Phase C.

V^^=208V, 1^; ̂  =11. 5A
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LaA

LbB
ftemory D

6ms>2V

EcC Channel 1
5me>2 V

Chamal 2
5me>2 V

Plot 3. 4 Line currents when switching in a
Three-Wire Branch-Controller with a Delta-Connected Load;

V,, =208V, I,, =11. 5A

ic.

iCb

c
6ma'2 V

Memory D
6ms'S V

Channel 2
5ms 2 V

Plot 3. 5 Phase currents when switching in a
Three-Wire Branch-Controller with a Delta-Connected Load;

VLL=208V, 1c a=11-5A
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fhiaory C
|60na>i2V

Memory D
60ns>2 V

Chcmel 2
60ma>2 V

Plot 3. 6 Capacitor voltages when switching a
Three-Wire Branch-Controller with a Delta-Connected Load;

VLL=208V, I,, =11. 5A



CHAPTER FOUR

THREE-WIRE LINE-CONTROLLER WITH DELTA-CONNECTED LOAD

4. 1 - Introduction:

In this configuration three switches must be closed

before the capacitive load is fully connected to the

source. However, closing the first switch does not cause

any current to flow, although it does connect one of the

phases of the load to the source. Current only begins to

flow when the second thyristor switch is closed, and a path

for the current is created. As a result, this configura-

tion behaves the same way as the Three-Wire Asymmetrical

Line-Controller with a Delta-Connected Load. For the ana-

lysis of the circuit/s behavior refer to chapter five.

v^(t) ~

Fig. 4. 1 Circuit diagram of a Three-Wire
Line-Controller with a Delta-Connected Load
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4. 2 - Predictions of Circuit Behavior:

Using the information found in the analyses of Chapter

Five, we can predict how the circuit will perform in the

stages of operation that interest us: 1) switching in a

discharged capacitor; 2) switching out the capacitor;

3) switching in the charged capacitor.

1) SWITCHING IN A DISCHARGED CAPACITOR:

Thyristors should be gated when the voltage

across them is zero.

The magnitude and direction of the current in the

different phases depends on which switch is closed

first and the polarity of the source voltage when the

switch is closed. Nonetheless the magnitude of the

largest current in the thyristors will not exceed:

±lLmax .

2) SWITCHING OUT THE CAPACITOR:

Thyristors stop conducting when the corresponding

line current i^(t)==0.

There are only four possible states that the capaci-

tor bank could adopt after being switched off (this is

because we have choosen to operate the W33AD as a W32AD

by ensuring that switch 3 is always the last switch to

turn off and the first switch to turn on).

To understand how these final states are arrived at

it is useful to remember that after one of the three
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switches has been opened we no longer have a three

phase source, but rather a single phase source. In

addition, opening a switch causes one of the capacitors

to be connected in parallel with the two other capaci-

tors. Consequently, as the capacitor which is con-

nected directly across the source is charged to its

peak value, the two other capacitors see their voltage

decrease. (For a more detailed discussion of the turn

off process see chapter five.)

The four possible final states are:

ABC

V,C a

V,Cb

V,
C c

107. 6V

294. 0V

-401. 6V

-401. 6V

107. 6V

294. 0V

-107. 6V

-294. 0V

401. 6V

D

401. 6V

-107. 6V

-294. 0V

3) SWITCHING IN CHARGED CAPACITOR:

Thyristors should be gated when the voltage

across them is zero.

Corresponding current: i(0~ )=0.



4. 3 - Corn uter Plots of Ex ected Circuit Behavior;

VAB.

''-L

\^-
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38.

-V, ^ ^-.
<

tL^
\

-^

l^aw c^i/uFF
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j S-
V "fcrf;
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^ ^rf
^ ^r.
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.':. ^
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...JitEu.;.- ".
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'.^.. 'minw^u^

^t<i^U^mi^sH^

T

^^^r^"rr^
ai.ssa^-'^^^^s,^:

Fig. 4. 2 Switching in a Three-Wire
Line-Controller with a Delta-Connected Load;

the capacitors are discharged
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Fig. 4. 4 Switching in again a Three-Wire
Line-Controller with a Delta-Connected Load



CHAPTER FIVE

THREE-WIRE ASYMMETRICAL LINE-CONTROLLER WITH
DELTA-CONNECTED LOAD

5. 1 - Introduction:

In this configuration, two switches must be closed

before the capacitive load is fully connected to the

source. Hence we have two different cases to analyze, in

order to understand how this configuration behaves.

Fig. 5. 1 Circuit diagram of a Three-Wire Assymmetrical
Line-Controller with a Delta-Connected Load

5. 2 - Anal sis:

Case a: close switch 1

VA [t)
VCA W

.a -

: I VG w
+

+'lCc(t)

VB ^

Fig. 5. 2 Equivalent circuit of case a where
switch 1 is closed
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Using the circuit of Fig. 5. 2 we see that after the

switch has been closed, Kirchhoff/s voltage law requires

that:

VcA(t)= ̂ J^ica-dt + vc, (0- ) + ^J^icb-dt + Vcb(0- )
note that ica = icb

After transforming, solving for 1c a(s), and then finding the

inverse transform we see that:

C.. Cb
Ca+C^

Ca'Cfa
Ca+Cb

ica (t)= ^+2 ^CAo. a. SinecA - Vca(0-) - VGb (0- )]$(t)

^oVcamaxCOS(uot+6ca)

In like manner we can show that:

ica (t)=C, [VcAsin^cA - vcc(0-)]5(t)
+ C, UoVcAmaxCOS(c^ot+ecA )

Conditions for switching without transients are:

V,
C Am a x sin6^=Vca(0')=vcc (0-)

This shows that switch l should be closed when the vol-

tage across it is zero.
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Case b: close switch 2 with switch 1 remaining closed

VCA ^
VAB tt)

VBC w

VA ^

VB (t)

ti Cc^

VG w

Fig. 5. 3 Equivalent circuit of case b where switch 2
is closed while switch 1 remains closed

The equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 5. 3. By

Kirchhoffs voltage law we can show that:

VAB - il: a1c a dt + Vc a(0-)

Transforming, solving for 1c a(s) and then finding the

inverse transform yields:

ica(^) = C, [V,, ^, sin(^, ) - v^(O-)] + 6(t)
+ ca uOVAB»axcos(UOt + ^Afi)

In the same way we can show that:

icb(t) = cb[VBCa, a. Si^BC - VCb (°') 3 6 W
+ cbuOVBCma. cos(WOt + eB c)

Conditions for switching without transients are:

v
AB m a x sin^B = vc. (0~ )

and V,
B C m ax sin^r- = vcb (0- )

This shows that switch 2 should be closed when the vol-

tage across it is zero.
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Turn Off:

It is important to remember that these equations can be

used to determine the optimal moment for switching in a

capacitor bank regardless of the capacitor voltage.

Consequently, whether the capacitors are fully charged or

fully discharged makes no difference; the optimal moment

for switching in the capacitors is when the voltage across

the thyristor switch is zero.

We will now exam the turning off process. Upon receiv-

ing the command to turn off the thyristors, the gate sig-

nal to each thyristor is removed. However, this does not

mean that the thyristors are turned off. A thyristor only

turns off when the current flowing through it decreases to

zero. In this particular configuration it is the line cur-

rent which must decline to zero before the thyristors will

stop conducting. If we examine the same case that is

depicted in Fig. 5. 5, we note that when the line current

is zero (i. e. ig ^ 
= °)» the corresponding capacitor voltages

are: V^a= 0. 866*V^B, V^b= 0, V^ , = -0. 866. VcA. (Remeinber

that the line current lags the phase current by 30°.)

Consequently, these are the conditions that exist immedi-

ately after switch 1 is opened.

As soon as switch 1 is opened the circuit topology

changes; we no longer have a three phase source, but rather

a single phase source connected directly across one capaci-
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tor C^ , and across the series connection of C and C . We

note that at the instant that switch 1 is opened that the

new source voltage Vg^ equals the load voltage ^cb= vca+

V^ , which equals zero. Kirchhoff tells us the sum of the

load voltages must always equal zero. Therefore, as V;;^ is

being charged to the peak line voltage, V^. has to decrease

at the rate of half the source voltage Vg^. Likewise, V^

has to decrease at the same rate. If this does not happen

the load voltages will not be balanced.

At the instant that V^^, is charged to the peak line

voltage, the corresponding line current i^g will decline to

zero. It is at this moment that we can consider the capa-

citor bank disconnected from the source. We note that the

final voltages are: V^; ̂  = (0. 866-0. 5) . V^^^ = 107. 6V;

Vcb= VLLma. = 294. 0V; V,, =(-0. 866-0. 5 ) . V, , ^, = -401. 6V.
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5. 3 - Predictions of Circuit Behavior:

With this information we can predict how the circuit

will perform in the stages of operation that interest us:

1) switching in a discharged capacitor; 2) switching out

the capacitor; 3) switching in the charged capacitor.

1) SWITCHING IN A DISCHARGED CAPACITOR:

Thyristors should be gated when the voltage

across them is zero.

The magnitude and direction of the current in the

different phases depends on which switch is closed

first and the polarity of the source voltage when the

switch is closed. Nonetheless the magnitude of the

largest current in the thyristors will not exceed:

±i
L m a x

2) SWITCHING OUT THE CAPACITOR:

Thyristors stop conducting when the corresponding

line current i^(t)=0.

There are only four possible states that the capaci-

tor bank could adopt after being switched off. The

four possible final states are:

V.

V,Cb

V,
C c

A

107. 6V

294. 0V

. 401. 6V

B

-401. 6V

107. 6V

294. 0V

c

-107. 6V

-294. 0V

401. 6V

D

401. 6V

-107. 6V

-294. 0V
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3) SWITCHING IN CHARGED CAPACITOR:

Thyristors should be gated when the voltage

across them is zero.

Corresponding current: i(0~ )=0.
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5. 4 - Corn uter Plots of Ex ected Circuit Behavior;
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Fig. 5. 4 Switching in a Three-Wire Assymetrical
Line-Controller with a Delta-Connected Load;

the capacitors are discharged
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Fig. 5. 5 Switching out a Three-Wire Assymetrical
Line-Controller with a Delta-Connected Load
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Fig. 5. 6 Switching in again a Three-Wire Assymetrical
Line-Controller with a Delta-Connected Load
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5. 5 - Ex erimental Results:
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Plot 5. 1 Switching in a Three-Wire Assymetrical
Line-Controller with a Delta-Connected Load; the capacitors

are discharged, (a) Phase A; (b) Phase B; (c) Phase C.
V^^=208V, I,, =11. 5A
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V,, =208V, 1c a=11. 5A
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CHAPTER SIX

THREE-WIRE LINE-CONTROLLER WITH WYE-CONNECTED LOAD

6. 1 - Introduction:

In this configuration three switches must be closed

before the capacitive load is fully connected to the

source. However, closing the first switch does not cause

any current to flow, although it does connect one of the

phases of the load to the source. Current only begins to

flow when the second thyristor switch is closed, and a path

for the current is created. As a result, this configura-

tion behaves the same way as the Three-Wire Asymmetrical

Line-Controller with a Wye-Connected Load. For the analy-

sis of the circuit/s behavior refer to chapter seven.

"BN It!

Fig. 6. 1 Circuit diagram of a Three-Wire
Line-Controller with a Wye-Connected Load
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6. 2 - Predictions of Circuit Behavior:

With this information we can predict how the circuit

will perform in the stages of operation that interest us:

1) switching in a discharged capacitor; 2) switching out

the capacitor; 3) switching in the charged capacitor.

1) SWITCHING IN A DISCHARGED CAPACITOR:

Thyristors should be gated when the voltage

across them is zero.

The magnitude and direction of the current in the

different phases depends on which switch is closed

first and the polarity of the source voltage when the

switch is closed. Nonetheless the magnitude of the

largest current flowing through the thyristors will not

exceed: ±i^,, .

2) SWITCHING OUT THE CAPACITOR:

Thyristors stop conducting when the corresponding

line current i^(t)=0.

There are only four possible states that the capaci-

tor bank could adopt after being switched off (this is

because we have choosen to operate the W3SAY as a W32AY

by ensuring that switch 3 is always the last switch to

turn off and the first switch to turn on).

To understand how these final states are arrived at

it is useful to remember that after one of the three

switches has been opened we no longer have a three
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phase source, but rather a single phase source. In

addition, opening a switch causes one of the capacitors

to be disconnected while leaving the two other capaci-

tors connected in series across the source.

Consequently, the disconnected capacitor is left fully

charged; the two other capacitors, while orginally

charged to the same voltage, now see their voltage

increase and decrease respectively as the source vol-

tage climbs to its peak and the phase current declines

to zero. (For a more detailed discussion of the turn

off process see chapter seven.)

The four possible final states are:

ABC

V,C a

V,Cb

V,C c

170. 0V

62. 2V

-232. 2V

-232. 2V

170. 0V

62. 2V

-170. 0V

-62. 2V

232. 2V

D

232. 2V

-170. 0V

-62. 2V

3) SWITCHING IN CHARGED CAPACITOR:

Thyristors should be gated when the voltage

across them is zero.

Corresponding current: i(0~ )=0.
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6. 3 - Corn uter Plots of Ex ected Circuit Behavior:
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Fig. 6. 2 Switching in a Three-Wire
Line-Controller with a Wye-Connected Load;

the capacitors are discharged
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CHAPTER SEVEN

THREE-WIRE ASYMMETRICAL LINE-CONTROLLER WITH
WYE-CONNECTED LOAD

7. 1 - Introduction:

In this configuration, two switches must be closed

before the capacitive load is fully connected to the

source. Hence we have two different cases to analyze, in

order to understand how this configuration behaves.

Fig. 7. 1 Circuit diagram of a Three-Wire Asyinmetrical
Line-Controller with a Wye-Connected Load

7. 2 - Analysis:

Case a: close switch 1

VCA(t) ~

VA (t) -T- c(t) -^-Ca ^Ca(t)

(t) -L C, TlCc'1:]

Fig. 7. 2 Equivalent circuit of case a where
switch 1 is closed
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Using the circuit of Fig. 7. 2 we see that after the

switch has been closed, Kirchhoff/s voltage law requires

that:

VGA (t)= ^ Jlca-dt + Vca (0- ) + ^J^lCc . dt + VQc(0- )

note that ic c = -ic a

After transforming, solving for 1cc (s), and then finding

the inverse transform we see that:

Ca . Cc
c^cT

C.. C,
c. +c,

icc (t)= &T^ [VcA. axSln^CA - Vco (0-) + VGa (0- )]fi(t)

UoVcAmaxCOS(uot+^CA)

Conditions for switching without transients are:

VC^a. sineC A=VCc(o-)-VCa(o-)

This shows that switch 1 should be closed when the vol-

tage across it is zero.

Case b: close switch 2 with switch 1 remaining closed

VAN (tJ

VBN <t)

VCN (t)

Fig. 7. 3 Equivalent circuit of case b where switch 2
is closed while switch 1 remains closed
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The equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 7. 3.

Kirchhoff/s current law we can show that:

IaA+IbB+IcC=°

where: I, ^ =sC, (v^ ̂  -v;, ) -C, v^ (0- )

IbB=scb(VBN-VO )-CbvBN(0~ )

IcC=scc(VCN-VO )-ccvC N(o- )

solving for VQ yields:

Vn =1 [(V,, -". ^0-') + (V,, -"""'°->) + (Vc, -v-r'j13 LI "AU g

since Ca=Cb=Cc

Transforming, solving for 1cb(s) and then finding

the inverse transform yields:

icb = (C/3). { (Vacma. -sineB c 
- Vcb(0-) +Vcc(0-)

- VABmax-Sin6>AB - Vcfc(O-) + V, a(0-) } . S(t)

+ (C/3). { VBCUoCOS(ut+eB c ) - VAB"oCOS(cot+ffAB ) }

Conditions for switching without transients are:

By

v
B Nm a x sin(?^=V^(0-) + V,, (0-) - 2. V,, (0-)

This shows that switch 2 should be closed when the vol-

tage across it is zero.
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Turn Off: It is

important to remember that these equations can be used to

determine the optimal moment for switching in a capacitor

bank regardless of the capacitor voltage. Consequently,

whether the capacitors are fully charged or fully dis-

charged makes no difference; the optimal moment for switch-

ing in the capacitors is when the voltage across the thyr-

istor switch is zero.

We will now exam the turning off process. Upon receiv-

ing the command to turn off the thyristors, the gate sig-

nal to each thyristor is removed. However, this does not

mean that the thyristors are turned off. A thyristor only

turns off when the current flowing through it decreases to

zero. In this particular configuration it is the line cur-

rent which must decline to zero before the thyristors will

stop conducting. If we examine the same case that is

depicted in Fig. 7. 5, we note that when the line current

is zero (i. e. i^f, = 0), the corresponding capacitor voltages

are: V,, = V^ , V,, = -0. 5. V,,, V,, = -0. 5-V^.

Consequently, these are the conditions that exist immedi-

ately after switch 1 is opened.

As soon as switch 1 is opened the circuit topology

changes; we no longer have a three phase source, but rather

a single phase source connected directly across the series

connection of C^ and C^ . We note that at the instant
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switch 1 is opened that the new source voltage Vg^ equals

the load voltage ^cb~ vcc ' which equals zero. Kirchhoff

tells us the sum of the load voltages must always equal

zero. Therefore, as Vg;; rises to the peak line voltage,

V^^ has to increase at the rate of half the source voltage.

Likewise, V,.; has to decrease at the same rate. If this

does not happen the load voltages will not be balanced.

At the instant that V^^ is charged to the peak line

voltage, the corresponding line current i^g will decline to

zero. It is at this moment that we can consider the capa-

citor bank disconnected from the source. We note that the

final voltages are:

Vca= V, ^,, = 170. 0V (as before);

V^=(-0. 5+0. 866). V, ^^ = 62. 2V;

Vc, =(-0. 5-0. 866). V^^ax = -232. 2V.
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7. 3 - Predictions of Ci cuit ehavior:

With this information we can predict how the circuit

will perform in the stages of operation that interest us:

1) switching in a discharged capacitor; 2) switching out

the capacitor? 3) switching in the charged capacitor.

1) SWITCHING IN A DISCHARGED CAPACITOR:

Thyristors should be gated when the voltage

across them is zero.

The magnitude and direction of the current in the

different phases depends on which switch is closed

first and the polarity of the source voltage when the

switch is closed. Nonetheless the magnitude of the

largest current flowing through the thyristors will not

exceed: ±i,,,, .

2) SWITCHING OUT THE CAPACITOR:

Thyristors stop conducting when the corresponding

line current i^(t)=0.

There are only four possible states that the capaci-

tor bank could adopt after being switched off. The

four possible final states are:

A B C D

V,C a

v
Cb

v
C c

170. 0V -232. 2V

62. 2V 170. 0V

-232. 2V 62. 2V

-170. 0V 232. 2V

-62. 2V -170. 0V

232. 2V -62. 2V
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3) SWITCHING IN CHARGED CAPACITOR:

Thyristors should be gated when the voltage

across them is zero.

Corresponding current: i(0~)=0.
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7. 6 - Ex erimental Results:
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Plot 7. 1 Switching in a Three-Wire Asymmetrical
Line-Controller with a Wye-Connected Load; the capacitors
are discharged, (a) Phase A; (b) Phase B; (c) Phase C.

V^=120V, I^=21. 5A
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Plot 7. 2 Capacitor currents in a Three-Wire Asymmetrical
Line-Controller with a Wye-Connected Load.

(a) Phase A; (b) Phase B; (c) Phase C.
V^=120V, 1c^=21. 5A
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Plot 7. 3 Switching in, out and in again a
Three-Wire Branch-Controller with a Wye-connected Load

(a) Phase A; (b) Phase B; (c) Phase C
V^=120V, I, ^=21. 5A
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Plot 7. 5 Capacitor voltages when switching a
Three-Wire Branch-Controller with a Wye-Connected Load

V^=120V, I^=21. 5A



CHAPTER EIGHT

THREE-WIRE NEUTRAL POINT-CONTROLLER WITH
WYE-CONNECTED LOAD

8. 1 - Introduction:

In this configuration, three thyristors must be fired

before the capacitive load will be fully connected to the

source. Two general cases present themselves:

Cf

Fig. 8. 1 Circuit diagram of a Three-Wire
Neutral Point-Controller with a Wye-Connected Load

8. 2 - Anal sis:

Case a: fire Tl

VCA (t^

v^(t)

"I
-,.,1

i iCa^

VB (t)

Tl

^c tlCc )

Fig. 8. 2 Equivalent circuit of case a where
Tl is fired
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So long as i^ >0, we know that Kirchhoff/s voltage law

requires that:

Vca(t) - ij: 2 if:i.
-c J 0

ic c dt + Vc a(0-) + ^ I " ice dt + Vc e (0- )

note that ic c = -ica

After transforming, solving for I (s), and then find-

ing the inverse transform we see that:

ice (t)= ^^b[(VcAn, a. sinecA+Vca(0- )-Vc c ( 0- )]. 5(t)Ca+Cb

C. -Cb
Ca+Cb [ VcAmaxUoCOS(ut+6cA)]

N. B. : this is only true so long as Tl is conducting

i. e. t < {v/2-6^^ )/u

for t>(^/2-^A)/" icc=°

Consequently the conditions for switching without tran-

sients are:

VcASinfi^ = V,, (0-) - Vc, (0-)

This shows that thyristor 1 should be fired when the

voltage across Tl is zero.
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Case b: fire thyristors T2 and T3 while Tl continues to
be triggered.

This case is quite a bit more complex. We want to

determine when T2 and T3 should be fired. It should be

noted that while Tl is still being triggered, it may not be

conducting. This would occur if the sum of the voltages

stored across C and C is equal to the magnitude of the

line voltage.

VAN (t}

VBN (t)

VCN tt)

lCa^t)

lCb^l . cb
'> +

1CC^ , CC_

T2

T3

Tl

Fig. 8. 3 Equivalent circuit of case b where T2 and T3
are fired while Tl continues to conduct

The equivalent circuit of case b is shown in Fig. 8. 3.

The question to be answered is: when can the various neu-

tral points (currently separated by thyristors) be joined

together without transients occurring?

We know that under balanced conditions:

IaA+IbB+IcC=0

where: I, ^ =sC, (v^"-v^ ) -C, v^, (0-)

IbB=scb (VBN-VO )-cbvBN (°" )

IcC=scc (VCN-VO )-cc vCN (0- )
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solving for Vn yields:

Vr -1 [tv., -"0-,, 0-') + (v,. -v^°->) + (V,:, -"- (0- )]
since C, =Ch=C,

Transforming, solving for 1cb(s) and then finding

the inverse transform yields:

icb = (Cb/3). { (VBCmax-Sin^C - Vcb (0-) + Vce (0-)
- VABmax-Sin^B - Vcb ( 0-) + V,, (0-) } . S(t)

+ (Cb/3). { VBC^oCOS(yt+$Bc; ) - VAB"oCOS(ut+$AB) )

In like manner we find that:

lea = (Ca/3). { (VABn, a. -Sin^B - Vca (0-) + Vcb (0-)
- VcAmax-SinffcA - VQc(0-) + Vc a(0-) } . 5(t)

+ (Ca/3). { VBCUoCOS(d)t+^BC ) - V& B "o COS(ut+^A B ) }

lcb = (Co/3). { (VcAmax-Sin^cA - Vco (0-) + Vca (0-)
- VBCa^ax-Sin^BC - Vcb ( 0-) + Vcc(O-) } . 6 (t)

+ (Cc/3). { VcA"oC:OS(^t+$cA ) - VBctOoCOS(«)t+eB C ) }

Hence the conditions for switching without transients are:

VBC. a. 'si^BC=VCb(°-)-VCc(0-)

V,
AB m a x

. sin^, =V^(0- )-V,, (0- ) and

VC^a. -sin^A=Vco(0-)-Vca(0-)
It is important to note that when these conditions are

satisfied, the voltages across T2 and T3 are zero.

Consequently, this shows that T2 and T3 should be fired

when the voltages across each of them are zero.
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Turn Off:

We will now examine the turning off process. Upon

receiving the command to turn off the thyristors, the gate

signal to each thyristor is removed. However, this does

not mean that the thyristors are turned off. A thyristor

only turns off when the current flowing through it

decreases to zero. In this particular configuration it is

the line current which must decline to zero before the

thyristors will stop conducting. If we examine the same

case that is depicted in Fig. 8. 5, we note that when the

line current is zero (i. e. iaA= °)' the corresponding

capacitor voltages are: V^= V^y , V^= -0. 5. V^ ,

Vc;^= -0. 5'V^y. Consequently, these are the conditions that

exist iinmediately after thyristor 2 stops conducting.

As soon as T2 stops conducting the circuit topology

changes; we no longer have a three phase source, but rather

a single phase source connected directly across the series

connection of C^ and C . We note that at the instant

T2 stops conducting the new source voltage Vg^ equals the

load voltage Vc^- vcc ' which equals zero. Kirchhoff tells

us the sum of the load voltages must always equal zero.

Therefore, as Vg^ rises to the peak line voltage, V^i, has

to increase at the rate of half the source voltage. Like-

wise, V^e has to decrease at the same rate. If this does

not happen the load voltages will not be balanced.
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At the instant that V^^ is charged to the peak line

voltage, the corresponding line current i^g will decline to

zero. It is at this moment that we can consider the capa-

citor bank disconnected from the source. We note that the

final voltages are:

Vca= VLNma. = 170. 0V (BS before);

V^=(-0. 5+0. 866). V, ^, 62. 2V;

V^=(-0. 5-0. 866). V^^, = -232. 2V.
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Turnin On A ain:

It is not possible to rapidly switch a Three-Wire Neu-

tral Point-Controller with a Wye-Connected Load. What one

has to do is to wait for the voltages across the phase

capacitors to decay. In the lab we noticed that while the

capacitors did not need to be fully discharged, the vol-

tages across all capacitors had to be less that 170V.

If one attempts to rapidly switch the system on, off

and on again, which is what we show in Fig. 8. 6 and Plot

8. 3, the system will respond by charging two capacitors to

the peak voltages and completely discharging the third

capacitor. The net result is that the delay is even lon-

ger than if one had initially waited. As a result, in any

practical realization of this configuration some sort of

"fixed delay" would need to be installed to ensure that the

system will not try to turn on again until the capacitors

have discharged sufficiently. Some of the information that

would be needed to calculate this "fixed delay" would be

the amount of resistance in parallel with each capacitor

(apparently the C. S. A. requires that all banks of capaci-

tors have resistance connected in parallel across them to

ensure that they will not remain fully charged) and the

theoretical result indicating the earliest possible time

that capacitors, with voltages decaying from their final

values, can be switched in again.
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8. 3 - Predictions of Circuit Behavior:

With this information we can predict how the circuit

will perform in the stages of operation that interest us:

1) switching in a discharged capacitor; 2) switching out

the capacitor; 3) switching in the charged capacitor.

1) SWITCHING IN A DISCHARGED CAPACITOR:

Thyristors should be gated when the voltage

across them is zero.

The magnitude and direction of the current in the

different phases depends on which thyristor is fired

first and the polarity of the source voltage when the

switch is closed. Nonetheless the magnitude of the

largest current flowing through the thyristors will not

exceed: ±i^^ .

2) SWITCHING OUT THE CAPACITOR:

Thyristors stop conducting when the corresponding

line current i^(t)=0.

There are only three possible states that the capaci-

tor bank could adopt after being switched off. The

three possible final states are:

ABC

V,C a

V,Cb

V,C c

170. 0V -232. 2V -232. 2V

62. 2V 170. 0V 62. 2V

-232. 2V 62. 2V 170. 0V
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3) SWITCHING IN CHARGED CAPACITOR:

Thyristors should be gated when the voltage

across them is zero. However, it is important to wait

until the voltages across all the capacitors have

decayed to voltages below 170V, before one fires any of

the thyristors. If one does not wait the required time

before sending the turn on signal, two of the thyris-

tors will be able to conduct but the third be blocked

indefinitely. This is the situation simulated in Fig.

8. 6 and shown in Plot 8. 3. We note that since only two

thyristors can conduct the capacitor bank becomes

charges to a new final state: V^g= -294V; Vc^= 294V;

V^^= 0V. In practise it is still possible to eventu-

ally reconnect the capacitor bank to the source, how-

ever the delay will be longer than the orginal delay.
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8. 4 - Corn uter Plots o Ex ected ' cuit ehavior:

v^ \,
/Bu

^^ V-

-^ - -.. ^

fc^

/ \ / \

/'

'^ \.

t**. -^ »»/»BP
'^i6»»*>-

Fig. 8. 4 Switching in a Three-Wire
Neutral Point-Controller with a Wye-Connected Load;

the capacitors are discharged
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A^.. ^~ V^j
"N

Vs»j Vc^

\
\

V,
cb <r

^ .:
ZL VL-<~0.

/
rL <-b

/

-IL

TUR>J oNf" . ;'"
^At.... -:, :. :..._

V.T.
tf^^Mrp
7^

S^TS
^

<0
5 0
II
1^
off-

'.i.aa..

'«. '.. : i:
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Fig. 8. 5 Switching out a Three-Wire
Neutral Point-Controller with a Wye-Connected Load
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Fig. 8. 6 Switching in again a Three-Wire
Neutral Point-Controller with a Wye-Connected Load
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Fig. 8. 7 Currents flowing in a Three-Wire
Neutral Point-Controller with a Wye-Connected Load



8. 5 - Ex imental Results:

'AN

88,

(a)

vc.

VTl

] Memory C
5 me 5 V

'Memory ^
5ms'5 V

(b)

'BN

VCb

VT2

Channel 1
5ms 5 V

Channel 2
5ms 5 V

Memory C
Bme'SV

flemory D
I 5ms "6 V

lCb
Ch»nel 1
Smc 6 V

Chcnnal 2
5ne 5V

(c)
"CN

ftsmry C
Bme'S V

Manory D
5ms 5 V

Chcmel 1
Sme 5 V

Channel 2
5ms 5 V

Plot 8. 1 Switching in a Three-Wire Neutral
Point-Controller with a Wye-Connected Load; the capacitors
are discharged, (a) Phase A; (b) Phase B; (c) Phase C.

V,, =120V, I^. =21. 5A
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"AN
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Memory C
5ms 5 V

hamor7'D~
L5ms 5 V

Channel 2
5ms 2 V

(b)

"BN

"Cb Sna 5 V
Memory D
5ms 5 V

(c)

VCN

ic.

Chcmnl 2
Sue 2 V

Memory C
Sns'S V

Manory D
Sine 6 V

Channel 2
5me 2 V

Plot 8. 2 Capacitor currents in a Three-Wire Neutral
Point-Controller with a Wye-Connected Load.

(a) Phase A; (b) Phase B; (c) Phase C.
V,, -120V, Ip a=21. 5A
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X-Chmt
20n« 1 V

-Chnn2
BIS 1 V

Chaml 4
. 1 «>1V

Cht»»»l 2
. 1 »2V

VCb -Chanl
.B 1 V

X-OxnZ
20- 1 V

(b)

Chomri 1
.1 «>1V

Chamrt 2
.1 . 2V

(c)

-Chail
IDS 1 V

X-ChonZ
20ne 1 V

Chamal 1
. 1 a»l V

Chcnwl 2
. 1 B 2V

Plot 8. 3 Switching in, out and in again a Three-Wire
Neutral Point-Controller with a Wye-connected Load

(a) Phase A; (b) Phase B? (c) Phase C
V,, =120V, I^=21. 5A
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'Cb
D

5mc S V

. Chmnal 1
5nc 6 V

Chcmsl 2
6nic 5 V

Plot 8. 4 Phase currents when switching in a Three-Wire
Neutral Point-Controller with a Wye-Connected Load

V,, =120V, Ica=21. 5A

D
^PniB'2 V

Chamel 1
BOne 2 V

Chamsl 2
SOne 2 V

Plot 8. 5 Capacitor voltages when switching a Three-Wire
Neutral Point-Controller with a Wye-Connected Load

V,, =120V, 1c a=21. 5A



CHAPTER NINE

DISCUSSION

9. 1 - Introduction:

Having presented the six different three phase "thyris-

tor switches" in the preceding chapters, we will compare

them in this chapter. Following the comparison, we will

briefly detail some of the more difficult problems encoun-

tered during this research and suggest ways that they may

be overcome in future work.

9. 2 - Corn arison of the "Th ristor Switc e ":

Three-Wire Branch-Controller with Delta-Connected Load

ADVANTAGES:

DISADVANTAGES:

Ease of control

Switching phase current

Rapid response

Each phase is independent

Six thyristors

Thyristors must block line voltage
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Three-Wire Line-Controller with Delta-Connected Load

ADVANTAGES:

DISADVANTAGES;

Complete isolation of load when
switch is open

Six thyristors

Thyristors must block line voltage

Slower response

Switching line current

Three-Wire Asymmetrical Line-Controller with
Delta-Connected Load

ADVANTAGES: - Four thyristors

DISADVANTAGES; Thyristors must block line voltage

Slower response

Switching line current

Three-Wire Line-Controller with Wye-Connected Load

ADVANTAGES:

DISADVANTAGES;

- Complete isolation of load when
switch is open

- Thyristors block phase voltage

Six thyristors

Slower response



Three-Wire Asymmetrical Line-Controller with
Wye-Connected Load

ADVANTAGES: - Four thyristors

- Thyristors block phase voltage

DISADVANTAGES: - Slower response

94,

Three-Wire Neutral Point-Controller with
Wye-Connected Load

ADVANTAGES:

DISADVANTAGES:

- Three thyristors

- Thyristors must block line voltage

- Thyristors conduct for 2*T/3 & not T/2

- Switching line current

- Slower response

- Cannot be retriggered before all capaci-

tor voltages have decayed below 170V
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9. 3 - Common Evaluation:

A common evaluation of the six thyristor switches is

presented in Table 9. 1. It would therefore be helpful to

examine the different criterion used in this evaluation.

Cr' e ion 1: Number of Thyristors

This criterion is self evident.

Criterion : Repetitive Peak Voltage across capacitors

This is the maximum voltage to which any one of the

phases of the capacitor bank can be charged:

W33AA can be charged to maximum of j2*V^^ (see pg. 26)

W3BAD & W32AD can be charged to a maximum of

(J 3/2 + 0. 5). j2. V^^ = 1. 932-V^L (see pg. 44)

W3SAY & W32AY can be charged to a maximum of

(0. 5 + j3/2). j2. V^ = 1. 115. V^ (see pg. 64)

U33DA can be charged to a maximum of

(0. 5 + j3/2). j2. VLN = I. IIS. VLL (see pg. 79)
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Criterion 3: Repetitive Peak Voltage across thyristors

This is the maximum steady state voltage which the

thyristors would have to block:

W33AA must be able to block the voltage resulting from

a fully charged capacitor and the source voltage reaching

the peak line voltage i. e. ^2'V^^+ j2-V^^= 2. 828'V^^

W33AD & W32AD must be able to block the voltage result-

ing from a fully charged capacitor and the source voltage

reaching the peak line voltage

i. e. 1. 932. V^+ -|2. V^= 3. 346. V^

W3BAY & W32AY must be able to block the voltage result-

ing from two fully charged capacitors and the source vol-

tage reaching the peak line voltage. A worst case scenario

for V^ would exist with V^^= 170V, V^c= -232. 2V, and

V^=-294V i. e. 0. 817. V^+ 1. 115. V^+ j2. V^= 3. 346. V,,

U33DA must be able to block the voltage resulting from

two fully charged capacitors and the source voltage reach-

ing the peak line voltage. A worst case scenario for V,r i

would exist with V^= 170V, V^ = -232. 2V, and Vc^=-294V

i. e. 0. 817. VLL+ 1. 115. V^L+ <|2'V^^= 3. 346. V^^
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Criterion 4: RMS On-state Current (In one thyristor)

^~

/

CT

Fig. 9. 1 A half-wave rectified sinusoidal current

The rms value of the half-wave rectified sinusoidal

current shown in Fig. 9. 2 is: 1^^^ = Ina^/2. This will be

useful in calculating the rms currents flowing through the

thyristors, since in all but the last configuration each

thyristor carries only half of the available current.

W3BAA has a peak current of I^^^=J 2. 1, =J 2. I^/J 3

hence the rms current flowing in each thyristor . is

Irms= (0. 5. j2. I, )/j3 = 0. 408 I,

W33AD fit W32AD have peak currents of Iniax=IL hence the

rms current flowing in each thyristor is I^n, s= 0. 707. 1^

W33AY & W32AY have peak currents of Ima^=I], hence the

rms current flowing in each thyristor is lrms= 0. 707*1^
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U33DA is a special case. The current flowing through

the thyristors is made up of different segments of the

sinusoidal line currents; the current flowing through Tl is

shown below in Fig. 2. The resulting rms current is:

Iros- 0. 577. 1, ^= 0. 577. j2. I, = 0. 8161,

-\
\

-I-h -+- ... _\_... +.. -.
t.v

Fig. 9. 2 Thyristor current in a Neutral Point-Controller
with a Wye-Connected Load

'terion 5: Switching Times

All of the switching times were calculated on a worst

case basis. That is to say that it was assumed that the

signal to change state would be received just after the

system could have responded (i. e. in the case of turn on,

we assumed that the command signal would arrive just after

the voltage across the thyristors passed through zero). As

a result the maximum delay was added to the system's

response time. This sum is fair representation of the

worst case switching times.
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9. 4 - Problems and Su ested Solutions:

The most serious problem, which plagued me through out

the research, was noise! The problem was aggravated by the

fact that my control circuitry was mounted on bread boards.

Often I had very impressive transients because external

noise had caused a thyristor to be fired at the wrong

moment. By way of example I include Fig. 9. 1, which shows

a current spike caused by noise generated by a relay. All

control circuits needed a common on/off signal. This I

provided by means of a three pole relay. The problem in

this particular case was that the noise generated when I

tried to rapidly switch the relay on and off caused the

third thyristor in the Three-Wire Neutral Point-Controller

with a Wye-Connected Load to be triggered thus releasing a

lot of energy.

The principal suggestions I have as regards to noise is

to mount the control circuits on their own Printed Circuit

Boards; and secondly to use capacitors extensively in the

control circuits.

The second annoying problem encountered throughout the

research was the lack of a prograinmable master switch. It

would have been very nice to have had a switch that could

be, for instance, 1) turned on, 2) turned off for exactly

three cycles and then 3) turned on again. Such a roaster

switch would have greatly simplified the data collection in
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addition to giving greater correlation between the differ-

ent phases. If these thyristor switches are examined again

it would certainly be worthwhile spending the time to

design the aforementioned master switch.

Channel 1
. 1 s 1 V

Fig. 9. 3 Current spike caused by noise
I, =21. 5A, Ipeak>600A



CONCLUSION

It is possible to switch banks of capacitors with thyr-

istor switches without transients. In demonstrating this

fact, both theoretically and experimentally for six differ-

ent configurations of three phase thyristor switches, we

have accomplished the principal objective of our research.

Our secondary objective was to carry out a preliminary

characterization of the six different configurations. This

was accomplished and is presented with the aid of over one

hundred and fifty oscillograms and computer plots.

Together they present a comprehensive picture of what is

actually going on within the controllers.

The application of thyristors in switching banks of

capacitors has a very promising future in a world that is

looking to use its energy resources more efficiently.
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INTRODUCTION:

Interest in reactive power control continues to grow as

the need for a more efficient and more reliable electric

supply increases. Compensators are devices that can com-

pensate for the reactive power generated or absorbed by the

load and thereby control the reactive power seen by the

source. There are many different types of compensators

which can be used for compensation in the electrical sys-

terns but this paper focuses on the use of static capacitors

connected in parallel.

The paper is divided into two parts. The first part is

a literature study on reactive power control. Beginning

with a very broad focus, namely giving reasons for the cur-

rent interest in reactive power control, the study gradu-

ally narrows its focus onto ways in which shunt capacitors

have traditionally be used in compensation schemes. As

such part 1 gives the frame work, in a sense the "raison

d/etre", for the subsequent analysis. Part 2 is an analy-

sis detailing ways in which capacitors can be used more

effectively in compensation schemes when switched with

thyristor ac power controllers.
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PART I

The Interest in Reactive Power Control:

The efficient use of energy resources is presently a

major concern for our society. Part of this concern stems

from a greater awareness that the cost of the manufactured

goods we buy is directly related to the cost of the energy

used in production. But perhaps the greater part of the

concern stems from the realization that our energy

resources are not infinite and that we must therefore, man-

age them wisely. The importance of wise management in

order to optimize efficiency has long been appreciated by

the electric industry. Reactive power control has been one

of the ways they have employed to manage our energy

resources more efficiently.

Interest is reactive power control has grown in recent

years for several reasons. These include:

1) the need for a more efficient operation of power

systems resulting from the increasing price of fuels;

2) the need to transmit as much power as possible on

existing transmission networks because high interest rates

and occasional difficulties in obtaining right of way have

curtailed in general the extension of existing networks.;

3) the problems of stability and voltage control in

long distance transmission;
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4) the need for a high quality of supply because of the

increasing use of electronic equipment (especially comput-

ers and colour television receivers) and because of the

growth of continuous process industries;

5) the need for reactive power control on the ac side

of converters involved in dc transmission schemes. (1)

Reactive power control can /go a long way/ in resolving

these problems and needs. As examples consider that for a

given distribution of power the losses can be reduced by

minimizing the total flow of reactive power. Similarly for

a given transmission line with a fixed capacity, the amount

of power sent can be increased if the flow of reactive

power is minimized. Also the quality of a supply, most

often measured by its stability and its voltage regulation,

depends on reactive power control. But why control reac-

tive power rather than just eliminate it?

Reactive power is consumed by most of the network ele-

ments as well as most of the consumer loads so it has to be

supplied somewhere. It could be supplied by the electric

authority, but this would mean that much more current is

generated than is theoretically needed. As was indicated

earlier this would cause increased I2R and I2X losses. It

would also impose a physical constraint on the amount of

real power supplied since the generators have to withstand

the rated voltage and current regardless of the power
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delivered.

As reactive power is not easily transmitted it is usu-

ally preferable to generate it where it is needed. In fact

power systems are usually sized according to the maximum

demand and the reactive power demand is met with compensa-

tors and other equipment which can be deployed more flexi-

bly than generating units and which make no contribution to

fault levels.

Power actor - a measure of eactive ower:

Frequently the demand for reactive power is quantified

in terms of the power factor (a low power factor corre-

spends to a high demand for reactive power). By universal

definition the power factor is /the factor by which the

apparent power must be multiplied to obtain the average

power. / (2)

Power factor = average power/apparent power

Unity power factor is achieved when the average power

P equals the apparent power Sg. In that instance the

reactive power as seen from the source is zero: Q = S2 g -

P2. = 0. From the supply authorities point of view this is

the ideal operating condition.
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For most industries, however, the difference between

the ideal of unity power factor and the actual power factor

is quite substantial. As a result either the consumer or

the supply authority has to compensate for the reactive

power consumed or absorbed by the load. In actual fact

both compensate but it is worth noting that the complex

tariff structure set by the supply authority is meant to

encourage consumers to improve their power factor and to

penalize those who do not.

TYPICAL POWER FACTORS ENCOUNTERED IN INDUSTRY:

Textile 0. 65/0. 75
Chemical 0. 75/0. 85
Machine shops 0. 4/0. 65
Breweries 0. 75/0.8
Careless ind.
furnaces 0. 15/0.4

Steel works 0. 6/0. 85
Plastic moulding 0. 6/0. 75
Printing 0. 55/0.7
Quarries 0. 5/0.7
Rolling mills

(thyristor drives) 0. 3/0. 75
(3)

There are several types of compensation; each type

draws its name from its location in the electrical system.

Hence there is load compensation, distribution compensation

and transmission compensation. Naturally the amount of

reactive power controlled increases as one moves from local

level compensation to system compensation. There are also

two general groups of compensator: 1) passive compensators

devices which may be either permanently connected or

switched but which generally are incapable of continuous

(i. e. stepless) variation; 2) active compensators - usually
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shunt-connected devices which tend to maintain almost con-

stant voltage at their terminals, this they do by rapidly

and continuously absorbing or generating the exact amount

of reactive power resulting from small variations in vol-

tage at their point of connection. Illustrated below are

the various groups and types of compensation.

REACTIVE POWER CONTROL

Load Comp.

/

Distribution Comp. Transmission Comp.

Passive Compensation

/
Active Compensation
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The Ob'ectives of Corn ensation:

The objectives for all groups of compensation are

essentially the same. What varies is the importance

attributed to each objective, and this varies according to

where in the electric system compensation is taking place.

For instance, power factor correction is the most important

objective for the consumer, hence it is the primary objec-

tive in load compensation. Whereas voltage regulation and

improvement of power system stability are the key objec-

tives for the utility therefore they are the primary objec-

tives in transmission compensation. Tables shown below

summarize the objectives for load and transmission compen-

sation. The priorities for distribution compensation would

depend to a large extent on whether it was owned by the

consumer or the utility.

OBJECTIVES IN TRANSMISSION COMPENSATION:
1) Maintain voltage at or near a constant level
- under slowly varying condition due to load changes
- to correct voltage changes due to unexpected events
(e. g. load rejections, generator and line outages)
- to reduce voltage flicker caused by rapidly
fluctuating loads (e. g. arc furnaces)
2) Improve power system stability
- by supporting the voltage at key points
(e. g. the mid-points of a long line)
- by helping improve voltage swing
3) Improve power factor
4) Correct phase unbalance

OBJECTIVES IN LOAD COMPENSATION:
1) Power factor correction
2) Improvement of voltage regulation
3) Load balancing

(1)
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An ideal compensator, capable of meeting all objectives

for any type of compensation, would satisfy three key spe-

cifications.

It would: 1) Provide a controllable and variable amount of
reactive power precisely according to the
requirements of the load, and without delay

2) Present a constant-voltage characteristic
at its terminals

3) Be capable of operating independently in the
three phases. (1)

But as we live is a less than ideal world there are

economical and technical factors which must be taken into

account. Points which must be considered when evaluating

any proposed compensator include:

1) Reliability of the equipment to be installed
2) Probable life
3) Capital cost
4) Maintenance cost
5) Running cost
6) Space required and ease of installation (3)

There is a variety of equipment that can supply or

absorb reactive power. These include synchronous condens-

ers, shunt reactors, series capacitors or shunt capacitors.

This project focuses specifically on ways in which parallel

static capacitors can be used in various compensation

schemes.

Shunt capacitors are widely used in compensation

schemes. This is due in large part to the fact that most

electrical loads are inductive and hence require capacitive

compensation. But there are also several advantages in
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using capacitors. These include: 1) low initial cost; 2)

minimal upkeep costs; 3) compact size; 4) reliability; 5)

high efficiency and 6) ease of installation. (3)

Capacitors are usually installed in one of three ways:

as fixed capacitance connected directly across the load; in

banks of capacitors which can be switched into or out of a

particular system or as part of a continuously controlled

static compensator usually called a TSC (Thyristor Switched

Capacitor).

FIXED CAPACITANCE:

This is the most rudimentary form of compensation. An

example of where it could successfully be applied would be

in a machine shop where there are a large number of similar

motor loads. In that context capacitors could be connected

across the individual loads - hence they would supply a

fixed amount of reactive power whenever the motor was in

operation.

Generally it is not advisable to have a fixed capaci-

tance connected to a plant's main distribution bus unless

the plant is engaged in continuous process work. Longland

cites several reasons why large blocks of capacitors cannot

be left connected to their distribution systems at light

loads:
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1) Increases in system voltage normally associated with
light-load conditions will be amplified by the presence
of capacitive loads and may well reach values which are
unacceptable to voltage-sensitive devices which may, of
necessity, be connected to the supply permanently (e. g.
tungsten and fluorescent lighting, solid state devices,
computers)

2) Increased copper losses
3) Possibility of instability of generating plant and

system operation generally
4) Increase in voltage regulation may cause oversaturation

of the transformer cores resulting in the generation of
harmonic currents and hence the possibility of harmonic
resonance

5) Possibility of undesirable interaction between domestic
and industrial loads

6) Depending on tariff structure it could incur financial
loss. (3)

An improvement in the compensator's performance can be

attained if the banks of capacitors can be switched in and

out of the system.

SW CHED CAPACITORS:

Traditionally capacitors have been switched automati-

cally using a suitable contactor unit which is connected to

the supply. Reactive current relays sense the amount of

reactive component and then cause the segments of capacitor

banks to be switched in or out as required. This allows

for discrete changes in the compensating reactive power.

This system of compensation has the advantage of being

simple in principle and construction. The disadvantages

are the presence of switching transients when segments of

the bank are connected to the system and the fact that as a

result of the discrete steps in compensating current the
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control is usually quite coarse.

Smoother control could be achieved by operating the

bank on a binary basis. In such a scheme a four segment

capacitor bank could supply 24 or 16 different amounts of

reactive power. But such a scheme would be difficult to

implement reliably with mechanical contactors; it really

would be preferable to use electronic switches. The main

drawback to using thyristor switches is the cost. However,

the price of power thyristors will likely continue to fall

to the point where even the cost is one of the advantages

of thyristor switches as compared with mechanical switches.

Thyristor switches (see Appendix B) switch capacitors

better than mechanical switches. They are faster:

Thyristor switch: 1 cycle
Fastest available mechanical switch 2 cycles
Conventional capacitor switch 6-30 cycles

Thyristor switches are also more robust - they virtu-

ally have an unlimited switching life. Whereas the rapid

accumulation of switching operations may cause mechanical

problems in circuit breakers. Another very significant

advantage of thyristor switches it the fact that they can

be closed at precise instants in each phase thus eliminat-

ing transients when a capacitor bank is switched on line.
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CONTINUOUSLY CONTROLLED STATIC COMPENSATORS - TSC:

The principle of Thyristor-Switched Capacitors is simi-

lar to the basic switched capacitor except emphasis is

placed on the speed of commutation and the ability to con-

tinuously control the reactive power supplied. This is

achieved by adjusting the susceptance through controlling

the number of parallel capacitors in conduction. As there

is always the problem of discrete steps an "interpolating

reactor" is often used in parallel to smooth out these

steps. The rapid and continuous response of TSCs enables

them to enhance the system/s stability and to dampen any

oscillation that may occur.

One can easily understand that performance of the com-

pensators is directly related to the complexity of control

and the final cost of the system. Hence a TSC is far

closer to the ideal compensator as defined earlier than a

fixed capacitance scheme. However, the task of the engi-

neer in this field of compensation is to determine the most

economic combination of fixed, switched and continuously

variable capacitance.
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ELECTRONIC SWITCHES:

As the current and blocking voltage ratings of thyris-

tors increase, so do the number of application where

mechanical switches can be replaced with electronic

switches.

In its simplest form an electronic switch is an

arrangement of two inverse-parallel-connected thyristors.

Such an arrangement is shown below.

Operation of an electronic switch is quite simple.

When one wants to close the electronic switch, one simply

sends triggering pulses to the gates of both thyristors.

The thyristor which is forward biased will conduct so long

as it has been triggered. To open the switch simply stop

sending triggering pulses to the gates of both thyristors.

The thyristor which was conducting at the moment when the

triggering pulses ceased will continue to conduct until the

current it is carrying goes to zero. From that moment on

both thyristors will block the forward voltages unless

triggered again.
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An electronic switch, otherwise known as an ac static

switch has several advantages:

1) has no contacts and is therefore not subject to wear

2) requires very little maintenance

3) simple starting procedure

4) available for use with minimum of delay
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WORKING DOCUMENT FOR THE REVISION OF

Standard
Definitions and Reqiurements for
Thyristor AC Power ControUers
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®Copyri(htl9Sl by

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
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;Vo part of this publication may ht rcproductd in ony form,
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THYRISTOR AC POWER CONTROLL£RS

3.8.7 (at<=hing Current flhyristor). The mini-
mum principal current required to maintain
the thyristor in the ON-siate immediately alter
switching from the OFF-saie to the ON-
state has occured and the triggering signal has
been removed.

3.8.8 principal Voltage. 'The voltage between
the main tenninals.

NOTE; (1) In th* cu< of r*v«n« blockint . nd r«vn«
conducting thyruton, th* prindpil tolUf it eilltd
positive when th* uiod* pottntial it hi|hir than th*
eittaodi potintiil, uid ulkd n*g«riv wh*n th* taod*
potenn*! u lower than th* cathod* pofntial.

(2) For bi-dincuon*) thyriiton, th* principal volt*t«
it calltd poticive .h«n th* pofniiil of miin fraund
2 it hightr th*n th* pottndal of miin wrmintl I.

3. 8. y frinciptl CurTtht. A gtn»ric t»ni fof
th» curr»nt through th» »nod» junction.

NOTE; It u the cunent through bod main teroiinalt.

P428//D2

4.1.2 Unidirectional Control - Reverse Con.
ducting. A confieuraiion which penniis contTol
onlv in one direction and conducts un'con'.
(rolled in the reverse direction.

4.1.3 Bidirectional ControL A configuration
n^iich permiu control in both directions of
cuirenc flow. The control may be either sym-
metrical or asymmea-ical.

4. Classification Code

Buie ConCTol El«m*nt

Numbtr of Un* Phuu

Numbtr of Buic Conoot Elimtnu

Controlltr Connection

u

v

w

I

2

3

A

D

Y

N

Load Conn*c(ion

A

D

Y

N
x

For circuit examples, see Appendbt A.

NOTC:^ !t it pouiblt (o obuin the same control char.
aeitruiie. u in V, V, W b.v oihtr thyritior onhyrittorf

i. or both.

4.2 ConcroUer Connections. The foUowing con.
u-oUer conneciions are lued in the classificaiion
code:

A . open (neither D. Y, or N)
D * delta
Y»sur
N . »tar with neuu-al connected

4.3 Load Connectioiu. The follo\ving load con.
necoons are used in the classification code:

A - open (neither D, Y, or N)
D - delta
Y-star
N . star with neutral connected
X . optional (either A. D, Y, or N)

4.1 Basic Control Elements Used in the Classi-
fication Code

4.1.1 Uiudirectioiial Control-Reverse Block.
in?. A configuration which permits control
only in one direction of current flow and block
in the opposite direction.

5. Service Conditions

Service conditions are all external factors
(ambient temperature, air humidity, chajraccer
of load, character of ae source, etc) which mav
have an influence on the performance of an ac
power controller.

17
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P428/D2 STANDARD DEFINITIONS AND REQUIREMENTS FOR

Appendix A*

Examples for Usine the Classification Code

W11AA

Fig Al
Bidirectional Control, Single Pha»

W32AX

Fit A3
Bidinctional Control,

Three Phase, Two-Line Control

0̂' -^
"I

~\J

W33AX

Fig A2
Bidirectional Control, Three Phase

4 NOTE: N*utnl eonntctod cinniti thown m*y |«n.
.nt* «xtnm«ly high 3rd humonic cuiTtnti in th*
phut control mod*. Unlm» (!>. lupply truufonnar i*
much pnater in rating thu th* eontToU«r. it niut b*v
* A primuy or urtiuy to b*J*nc> th* 3rd hunonic
cuinnu of th* .econduy, whidi ci»y b»v in »npli-

V33AX
Fig A4

Unidirecyonal Control,
i. Reverse Conducting, Thn< Phase

tud* u inat u th* le«d cumnt. With no bilancmg
*np«n-tiinu in th* pnmuy, th* nnilting 3rd bu-
nonic ur flux can dutroy the tnn*{orm«r by .xtnm*
onriritini of tb« eon-elunpi uid othtr itructunl
.twl p*rt».

24
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THYMSTOR AC POWER CONTROLLERS P428/'D2

U33DA W33NA

Fig AS
Three Phase,

Polygon Connection

Fig A7
Bidirectional Control, Three Phase,

Neutral Connected, Tie Control

W33YA

Fit A6
Bidirectional Coatrol,

Three Phase, Tie Control

W33AA

Fig AS
Bidirectional Control, Thnt Phase,
Delta (Control Element and Load)

25
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P428/D2

W33AN
Fig A9

Bidirectional Control, Three Phase, Neutral Connected

V33YA
FigAlO
Revene Conducting, Three Phaie

26



APPENDIX D:

Derivation of the Laplace Transform for a
sinusoidal voltage source

Given that V^(t) = V^^^sin (u^t + a) the easiest

way to find the corresponding Laplace transform is to

express this function in exponential terms using Euler/s

identity where by

sin<9 = (ej@ - e-^e)/2j and cos? = (e^e - e-je)/2

hence

Vs(fc) = (V^, /2j). (e^(ut+a- e-^ut+a^)

This is useful in determining the Laplace transform

since by definition:

L{V^ (t)} =J^V, (t). e-stdt
= Y_ [ |eja. e(-s+ju)tdt - (e-ja*e(-s-j")t dtj

2 3 J o Jo

ej °'

2j L s-ju
e-j a:

s+3»

=v [ s. sina + u'cosa
S2+u2 ]
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SSE

a to

Off^ULt

b

5 I

r' s
x ^

Fig. E. l Zero Crossing and Gating Logic Circuit
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PC D TA

escripdon/Application
B's Fiber Optic PCB Data Link combines the
lefits of fiber optic signaling with the convenience
plug-in PCB electrical termination. It is designed
lermitfast, reliable, self-termination of single chan-
plastic optical fiber... without the need for spe-

I tools, adhesives, or polishing.
The Data Link consists of a PCB-mounted re-
itacle with an integral emitter or detector opto-
/ice; and a mating, self-terminating cable con-
;tor plug featuring a quick-release tab. The re-
itacle is wave solderable and color-coded for
>y transmitter and receiver identification. It mates
h the polarized cable connector plug with positive
:ents to achieve a high performance, cost-ef-
tive link.
T&B's PCB data link is ideal where EMI/RFI im-
inity, ground loop isolation, extended distance
ids, and spark-free data transmission are required.

'esign Consideradons
compatible with 1mm diameter, simplex plastic
tical fiber with an OD of 2. 25mm
Fsrminates fiber optic cable in seconds without
ils, adhesives, or polishing
Suitable for terminating data transmission links
up to 60 meters (200 feet) at signal rates of
!b7s (NRZ)
)pto-electrical interface includes a TTL compati-
receiver and LED driver (30ma)

'olarized connector plug provides positive, snap
ention with quick-release tab
)ptional color-coded (red) cable connector plug
.mits easy identification of transmission or re-
ver end of cable assembly

FERFACE
IER TYPE
BLETYPE
STANCE
TA RATE
ERATING TEMPERATURE

PC BOARD
1mm PLASTIC SIMPLEX
POLYFTHYLENEJACKET
60MFTERS
3Mb/SEC
0°Cto70°C

Self-terminating opdcal-
electronic interface

^,,, -"-.-

Standard Product Options
The information below provides a general overview of this product family. For complete order-
ing information, please consult specification page.

PCB-Mounted Receptacle

92915 - T - DD
Receptacle Function (Color)
T-DD - Transmitter (Red)
R-HS - Receiver (Black)

Sell-Terminating Calile-Connectar Plug

92910-R

Plastic Polyethylene-Jacketeil
Simplex Fiber

93902 - 100
With red fiber clamp
(For black liber clamp,

teave blank).

Length of Roll
100'-100 Feet
500-500Fee1

92910KT
Designer Kit
Contains transmitter, receiver, 2 connector
plugs, 10 feet of cable, application notes and
data sheet.



FIBER OPTIC PCB DATA LINK SPECIFICATIONS

ins'^?; ?! ^Specifications eonoM
VIEW

.
°i65. MAX. *
(^26) """.

Jj
('100)

13^
(^12)

T^ - <̂^
M.S

(^570|

16.5
C 5)

22.0
(MS)

INS ARE SHOWN IN mm/(lnches)

assignment BOTTOM
VIEW

TRANSMFT
RECEPTACLE

(-1,

GND

CATHODE

(1)ANODE 0-0
LEO

GND

PLASTIC RBER

TRANSMIT

RECEIVE

GND GND

'$-.

J^
CSm)

RECEIVE
RECEPTACLE

(2)

(2)

+ 5V

TTL OUTPUT

GND

12.7
(^00)

^5
(^00)

0. 65
W&)

TYP.

-L§
(^55)

MAX. TW.

Proper operation of this product
noulres observance ot certain
design considerations.
Refer to TtB publication
No. OPD-AN100. -Pertormance
specification and application

.}

NOTES: 1. LED DRIVE CURRENT 30mA
2. CONNECT A 0.1 »if BY-PAS? CAPACrTOR (VOLTAGE RATING 25V OR MORE)

illation Procedure

connector plug is packaged ready

2.
11I---

Insertthe fiber in the connector as shown.
se. No fiber preparation is necessary. The fiber should protrude through the

housing by a minimum of 1 cm:

Opemtion
2.

3.
9

4

Using pliers as shown, press down on the
fiberclamp until it is fully bottomed in the
housing.'
Discard unused fiber.

Insert the polarized positive-snap retention
plug into the color-coded receptacle.

To remove, depress the quick-release tab
and slide the plug out of the receptacle.



INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER I R

BO Amp RMS SCRs

Major Ratings and Characteristics

IT(RMS)

ITIAV)

@ Max. T(;
I-TSM ®50H'

®60H2

12t I? 50 Ht
@ 60 Hi

IGT
dv/dl

di/dl

tq ItVP.I

Tj
VRRM

50RIA...
80

50

94

1200
1255

7200
6560
100

200
200
110

-40to125

50101200

Units
A

A

»c

A2,

mA

v/w
A/(I«

MS

°c
v

Description/Features
This series of medium power thyristors is intended for
general purpose phase control applications in converters,
lighting circuits, battery chargers, regulated power tup-
plies and temperature and speed control circuits.

. High current rating.

. Excellent dynamic characteristics.

. For general purpose applications.

. Superior surge capabilities.

. Standard package.

. Metric thread version available.

. Types up to 1200V VRRM, VDRM-

. Can be supplied to meet stringent military,
aerospace and other high-reliability
requirements.

CASE STYLE AND DIMENSIONS

14. 35
(0. 565)
MAX.

,/

w

30.93
(1.218)
MAX.

1/4.28 UNF-2A

ACTUAL SIZE

17.35 (0.683) MAX.
ACROSS FLATS

H^iD 'A

3.05(0.1201
NIN.

21^210. 87SI
MAX.

T

30.S3(l.tl81
MAX.

2.1610.11aa) MAX.

l.t> 10:062) OIA

l^il-A.,
lf4. !«UNF.2A ®

Conforms to JEDEC
IEC 191
BS 3934

TO-208AC (T0-65>
A14U. A14M ^
SO-28

DIN41B92:202C3
All Dimensions in Millimeters and llncheil



50RIA Series INTERNATIONAL RECTIPIER E?R|

VOLTAGE RATINGS (Applied gate voltage zero or negative.)

Part Number Q
50RIA5
50RIA10
50RIA20
50RIA40 .
50RIA60
50RIA80
50RIA100
50RIA110
50RIA120

VRRM. VDRM -
Max. Repetitive Peak

Reverse or

Off-Staie Voltage

(V) QQ
Tj-^0°Cto1250C

50
100
200
400
600
800

1000
1100
1200

Non-Repetitive Peak

Reverse Voltage
(V) Q

Tj - 25°C 10 125°C
100
150
300
600
720
960

1200
1320
1440

IRM, IDM - Max.
Peak Reverie and
Of I-State Current

at Rated VRRM and VDRM
Zero Gate Bin* Voltage,

Gate Open Circuited
(mAl

Tj . 125°C
15
15
IS
IS
15
15
15
15
15

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS

ON.STATE

'TIRMSI Max. RMS on-siaie current

ITIAV) Max- . verage on-state current

ITSM Max. peak one cycle, non-
repetitive surge curreni

I't Max. l'tcapB bility. tor

fusing

ft\ MBX. lzi capability, tor
individual device fuiing

I2 \/T Max. I2 \/t capability, for.
individual device fusing C'-,

V-riyi Max. peak on-tteie vollage

IK Max. holding current

BLOCKING
dv/dl Min. critical rate-of. rite of

ofl-ttaie voltage

BO

50

1200

1255

1430

1490

7200
6560

10180
9300

101,800

1.6

200

200

500

Unitl

A

A

A2«

A2.

tfl^/T
v

mA

V/^t

Conditlont

TQ ° 85°C end 94°C max., 180° tinusoidal conduction.
50 Hz half cycle tine wave
or 6 ms rectangular pulse

60 Hi half cycle sine wave
or 5 mi rectangular pulse

50 Hz half cycle sine wave
or 6 ms rectangular pulse

60 Hz half cycle sine wave
or 6 mi rectenBular pulie

t « 10mt

t . 8.3 ms

Following any rated load condition,
and with rated VRR^| applied,
SCR turned fully on.

Following any rated load condition.
.nd with Vpp^ following
.urge ' 0.

f 10 mi

t« 8.3 m»

Rated VppM applied following lurse,
initial Tj - 125°C.

VRRM lollowing turge - 0. initial Tj . = 125°C.

t . 0. 1 to 10 ms, VRR^I following surge .. 0, initial Tj . 12B°C.

Tj . 25°C, IT(AV) . 50A I157A Peak)
TC . 25°C. anode tupply - 22V.

Tj ° 125°C. Exponential
to 100% rated Vpp^
Tj .= 125°C. Exponential
to 67% rated Vppy

Zero ss<e bias voltage,
gate open circuiied.

jj For voltage pulses with Ip ̂  5 ms.
i) Units may be broken over non-repelitively in the off-state direction without damage, if di/dt does not exceed 20 A/»is.

S) 12t for time 1^ . I2 Vt . \^l,,
® For M6 thread; add "M" to code, e.a., 50RIA60M.



ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS (Continued)
Units

SWITCHING

Typical delay time'd

di/dt Max. non-repeiiiive rate of
rise of lurned-on current

VRRM- 5°'° 600V
.. 700 to 1200V

Typical lurn-off time

TRIGGERING

PGM Max- peak 9ate Po"'er

PG(AVI Max- 8verase Bate power

IGM

+VGM

-VGM

IGT

VGT

VGD

Max. peak positive gate
curfcnt

Max. peak posilive gate
voltage

Max. peak negative gate
voltage

Max. required DC gate
current to trigger ff

Max, required DC gate
voltage to trigger (^

Max. DC gate voltage (^
not to trigger

0.9

200
100

110

10

2

2.5

20'

5

250

100

50

5

2.5

0.2

»IS

A/MS

w

w

A

v

v

mA

THERMAL.MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS

. stg
RthJC

Operating junction
temperature range

Storage temperature range

Max. internal thermal
resistance, junction to case

Thermal resistanct. case to
.ink

RthCS

T Mounting torque

Min.
Max.

Approximate weight

Case Style

-40 to 125

-40 to 125

0.35

0.25

2.8 (25)
3.4 (30>
28(1. 0)

T0.208AC
(TO-651

°c

°c

deg. C/W

deg. C/W

N.m
(Ibf-in)
g (oz.)

Conditions

T(- » 25°C, Vp^| . rated VORM. ITM ° ')OA dc resis'iw circuit,
Gate pulse: 10V, 15n source, Ip . 20>is.

TC . 125°C, VDM . rated VQRM. "TM . 2 x "ted di/dl.
Gate pulte: 20V, 15n, tp - 6 |i$, t, c 0. 1 fit max.
Per JEDEC standard RS.397, 5.2.7.6.

TC - 125°C, IYM - 50A, di/dt * -10 A/tii. VR during lurn-ofl
interval . = 50V min. raapplied. dv/dt .. 20 Vlws linear to rated

VDRM- Gate bias: 0V. 100n.

tp < 10ms

TC - -65°C

Tc-25°C

Tc-125°C
T(; . ̂ 5°C

Tc-25°C

T(; . 125°C

DC operation

Mounting surface smooth, <lai and greased.

Non-lubricaied threads

^ Max. required gate trigger current (or voltage) is the lowest value which will trigger all units with +6 volts anode-io-cethode.

^) Max. gate current or voltage not to trigger is the maximum value which will not trigger any unit with rated Vppiyj anode-to-cathode.
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Fig. 5 - Maximum High-Level On-State Power Loss
Vs. Current (Sinusoidal Current Waveform)

Fig. 6 - Maximum High-Level On-State Power Loss
Vt. Current (Rectangular Current Waveform)
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